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fig. 1: Option 15H-2 for the Three Kings Development in Auckland New Zealand prepared by Surfacedesign, Inc and DKO.
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1. Introduction 

For the past 15 years, James Lord and Surfacedesign have been engaged in key planning projects 
within the Auckland region. Through a catalogue of ongoing work including the master planning 
and landscape design of the new Auckland International Airport and Business Park, downtown 
waterfront projects, and residential urban design communities, Surfacedesign has worked 
alongside local designers, Iwi, and Council to produce powerful and unique environments that 
speak to the beauty of Auckland and New Zealand as a whole.

Three Kings has long been a site of significance for the city of Auckland. Once the location 
of five volcanic cones, this site was a crossroads for early human settlement—both Iwi and 
European. Iwi agricultural terracing and walls helped shape the volcanic landscape which later 
became the site of rich quarries that were the foundation for the building of Auckland. The rich 
history of multiple cultures engaging with the volcanic landscape over time acts as a catalyst 
and inspiration for a new community.

Surfacedesign is part of a collaborative team tasked with re-envisioning this new master plan 
at Three Kings that integrates the new proposed residential development with the existing 
landscape and historical context. This new plan orients views towards Big King while providing 
opportunities for open-space connections and recreation that are both ecologically and 
culturally sensitive. New pathways and stairs navigate users through the unique topography 
of the site. In addition, users are introduced to wetland planting typologies that integrate into 
the streetscape and guide multi-modal transportation through Three Kings while treating 
stormwater. 

2. Client instructions 

Surfacedesign was engaged by Fletcher in August 2013 to provide a proposal for a landscape 
vision that integrated into the broader vision for redevelopment of the Three Kings quarry being 
proposed by dKO Architecture. Our brief was very broad and we were given the flexibility to 
propose landscape design outcomes within wide parameters. Fundamentally, Surfacedesign was 
asked to create a landscape vision that added value to the residential development, seamlessly 
integrating into the existing urban fabric creating an amenity for all.

We were asked to offer an engaging landscape environment that matches the historical and 
cultural importance of the Three Kings site through a sensitive and mindful design process. 
Our brief was to adopt an environmental approach with an innate awareness of the site’s distinct 
topographic and hydrological conditions. In doing so, a new landscape vision for precinct 
roads, pedestrian and cycle connections, connections to existing and proposed open space was 
requested.

We worked closely with dKO Architecture through a series of collaborative and iterative 
workshops, to develop various design proposals for the Three Kings Renewal, culminating in 
Option 15H-2 presented in this document. Option 15H-2 is an integrated approach to master 
planning, which enables medium to high-density residential development while fully addressing 
stormwater treatment and identifying opportunities for active and passive open-space, and 
connections to existing open-space networks as well as adjacent established communities The 

fig. 2: Extent of the Three Kings eruption showing volcanic ash flow, lava flow patterns, the tuff rings and the original cones.
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fig. 3: New view shafts created by opening up the existing site in order to connect the community to regional landmarks
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goal for implementing a medium to high density housing scheme is to allow for more available 
land within the development that can be devoted to necessary amenities such as community 
open spaces and integrated storm water management systems.

3. Design philosophy

At Three Kings, we have placed value on the previous ways in which the site was shaped and 
occupied.  Figure 5 illustrates the dynamic landscape of Auckland and how it has been shaped by 
man throughout history. This measured manipulation of the landscape is the form-generator and 
solution to complex site issues related to topography and hydrology in the 15H-2 master plan for 
Three Kings.  Drawing inspiration from these unique narratives and highlighting the adjacency 
to Big King, the last remnant volcanic cone of the original five at Three Kings, Surfacedesign 
has created environments that are fun and engaging while acknowledging the strong cultural 
investments of the site. Everything from the geomorphological history of Auckland and the 
volcanic and quarry history of the Three Kings site, to more cultural understandings of what the 
area represents to these communities have been considered and are illuminated in the siting of 
recreational and road elements, as well as through the choreographed procession to and views 
of Big King. Multiple layers are uncovered by looking first at the original dynamic prehistoric 
events of the Three Kings eruption and how it shaped the Auckland isthmus, progressing to the 
ways in which man has engaged with, shaped, and occupied the Maunga slopes. The dynamic 
and iterative shaping of the landscape exemplified by the carving of the Maori Pa sites along the 
volcanic cones to the post-European quarry activities of industry all represent key points that 
helped create a stronger project for Auckland and Three Kings community.

Option 15H-2 represents an alternative proposal for master planning the Three Kings 
development, which embodies all of the design motivations and research attained in the 
previous Option 15H-1, but on a smaller, more restricted site. While the larger connections 
and networks that are offered in Option 15H-1 achieves the larger ambitions of the Council, 
Iwi, and client guidelines, a more restrained and edited version of the design is necessary to 
investigate within such a complex site as Three Kings.

By understanding the natural processes that shaped the site and the cultural overlay that 
has existed since the Maori first settled Three Kings, the resulting knowledge allowed us to 
produce a design that is culturally sensitive and has the ability to heal the wounds of previous 
modification of the site through the implementation of soft technologies and environmental 
practices. The design philosophy was aimed to create a new landscape that not only solves 
complex site conditions, but provides a place for community building, recreation, local 
education, interpretation, and fun.

fig. 4 Historic map showing the Three Kings as part of a larger volcanic network |  fig. 5: volcanic formation and occupation diagrams (SDI)
credit: Ferdinand von Hochstetter, The isthmus of Auckland with its extinct volcanoes, 1865, 
Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, NZ Map 5694b. 

fig. 6: View of Big King from Three Kings Park
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4. Design process

Complex sites require a rich design approach. By involving a mix of local and international 
perspectives, we were able to ensure that the design for the development was generated from 
a thoughtful and iterative process. Maintaining a strong design concept has helped shape the 
integrated efforts of Surfacedesign, dKO Architecture and Fletcher Residential Ltd. Our 
continued engagement with Iwi, the local community, Council, Council Parks, Auckland 
hydrological experts, stake holders, and Auckland Transport has produced a truly collaborative 
approach to the research and design of the Three Kings Renewal project. By seeking input via 
the extensive Council-led precinct plan process, we are confident that we have delivered the 
community a thoughtful and engaging design proposal that acknowledges the history and 
heritage of the Three Kings site and includes local input.

Our process began with an in-depth session of research and documentation of the Three Kings 
site. This acquired knowledge coupled with a visual, in-person experience of the existing site, 
helped create a framework of operations that inspired the landscape conditions that make up 
the master plan. Key design drivers—landform and topography, stormwater treatment and 
recharge, and ecologically-sensitive road treatments— were identified, which set up a design 
language that worked to make these varied histories of the site legible. Soft engineering, heavily 
influenced by the input of local Iwi groups, helped address water issues on-site and create 
new stories for the site to tell, as an ecologically-sensitive and didactic landscape. Sculptural 
landforms allude to the former uses of the site and allow people to occupy and traverse the 
dramatic topography of the site. 

The design of the road network within the development takes typical Council Standards as 
a base condition that we then expand upon. By changing the character of the road through 
plant material the road cross sections express the juxtaposition and integration of the existing 
environment thus forging direct connections and visual cues to the surrounding landscape.

For instance, the Bush Road, which provides the main access and egress for the site, starts at 
Mt. Eden Road along the northern boundary of the site and acts as an extension of the native 
bush from the Maunga. This densely planted road acts as a key buffer between the Maunga 
landform and the development below.

The design seeks to make larger connections to the surrounding open spaces and reserves 
through an internal path and road network that gestures to bordering landscape features. 
While physical access to many of these entities are not possible due to certain land ownership 
boundaries, we are able to achieve a perceived connection to the surrounding elements by 
carefully orienting those using the site and choreographing the sequence of their experiences 
within the new Three Kings development.

The wetland roads that line the periphery of the lower portion of the development embody a 
brand new road typology for Auckland that expresses the wetland plant communities as well as 
their treatment of stormwater in combination with wetland wildlife habitats.
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WETLAND
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WETLAND
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fig. 7: New areas offered by the Option 15H-2 for Three Kings Renewal
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This design addresses the benefit of regional awareness by opening views to the neighbouring 
volcanic cones that surround Three Kings. The site, which was once closed off due to quarry 
activity will be opened physically and visually to grant expansive views to Te Tatua a Riukiuta, 
Maungakiekie, and Maungawhau beyond.

5. Culture

The initial cultural inspirations for the master plan design stem from a recognition of the unique 
history of the Three Kings site. Surfacedesign and dKO Architecture attended multiple hui in 
order to hear the stories of the site and actively engage with local iwi in the future development 
of the site. The ways in which the master plan engages with site edges and transitions between 
earth features are formed by a cultural and historic understanding of past, present and future 
landscape conditions. The process of shaping the Maunga from Maori occupation to industrial 
quarrying greatly influences how the landscape within the Three Kings master plan is realised.

Unique to any other place in the world, Auckland sits atop a volcanic field made up of over 50 
cones. The Three Kings (originally five scoria cinder cones) were part of this larger network 
of Auckland volcanoes, which still to this day inform the way we see and remember the 
landscape of Auckland.  As the Maori came to Auckland, they saw the importance of these 
large landscape features and would occupy the sides of volcanoes as a series of Pa sites. Pa are 
defensible settlements that were built by cutting into the outer sloping faces of volcanoes or 
hills in order to create navigable pathways and barriers from intruders. The resulting formal 
language can still be seen today as a stepping pattern that traverses many of the volcanoes in 
and around Auckland. The slopes of the scoria cones that made up the original Three Kings 
volcanic formation were imbedded with these Maori traditions of shaping and using the land. 
The steps of the original Pa as well as stone kumara pits used to cultivate and provide crops still 
remain today.

Volcanoes in Auckland have also represented growth and progress with regards to building. 
Quarrying of volcanoes for their raw scoria and basalt provided Auckland with key raw 
materials that would continue to help build the city. In order to extract the scoria from Three 
Kings, concentric digging methods would subtract material from the interior of the mounded 
volcanic form.

Over time, the original five cinder cones were excavated and reduced to pits by quarry activity 
and suburban development. What we stand to gain with this proposal is a new space that 
honours the landscape forms that are no longer with us by recalling the four missing Maunga. 
Here, this approach to landscape has the opportunity to reconnect past, present, and future 
environments through an understanding and delineation of where the original Maunga tihi1 
stood.

1.(noun) peak, summit, top (of a mountain, etc.) 

fig. 8: Maori stonesfields traditionally used for the cultivation of kumara provide a formal language and materiality for the 
proposal
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fig.9: Historic survey showing the original five cinder cones prior to quarry activity
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Both the cultural history of Three Kings along with its industrial history of occupying and 
using the Maunga will inform the master plan. Reshaping of the edges of the Maunga reflect 
the gestures of connection to the public open spaces. Soft, folded forms that pull the circular 
shapes of the Maunga into the site will help construct the language of pathways, roads, access 
routes, and sculptural play space throughout Three Kings. Recognising the importance of 
industrial artifacts, follies and even exposed quarry rock will punctuate the landscape in a way 
that connects the users with the rich history of the site. Overall, both private residents and the 
public will be able to read these unique forms as being inspired from a rich historical narrative 
as they enter and inhabit the Three Kings site.

6. Successfully managing the grade

The livelihood and prosperity of the new Three Kings development will undoubtedly be rated on 
its ability to negotiate the pronounced grade changes from the rim of the existing site boundary 
into the interior land. The current proposed scheme looks to bring traffic and pedestrians down 
from Mount Eden Road, which rests at RL 76m at the intersection of Grahame Breed Drive 
and RL 80m at the former entrance of the Winstone Quarry, down to between 60 – 64mRL at 
the base of the development. In order to fully understand the spatial and practical ramifications 
of traversing a 15 – 17m grade change, stair precedents from the surrounding Auckland area as 
well as international examples from Sydney and San Francisco have been used as key precedents 
for the Three Kings development. These can be viewed in the Appendices to this report.

Auckland is home to many examples of very elegant and accessible access routes that deal with 
extreme grade changes. These have helped the design team form a catalogue of precedents that 
provide benchmarks for realising the dynamic topography of the proposal’s many roadways, 
stair, lifts, elevated platforms, terraces, and parks. Stairs that are integrated into surrounding 
landscape found throughout Albert Park and Cornwall Park provide great examples of spaces 
that connect over +10m grade change and are used on a daily bases as primary means of foot 
travel. Jacob’s Ladder, another pedestrian stairway in Auckland, is a more urban example of an 
elevated structure that allows for users to travel 16m up from Westhaven (and Victoria Park 
beyond) to Waitemata Street.

Another key example of large grade changes that are integrated into a dynamic landscape can 
be seen at Ballast Point Park in Sydney. The park is comprised of a series of stairways that grant 
gradual vertical connections throughout a massive site. Cutting through stone, landforms, and 
protruding as elevated platforms, the stair network within Ballast Point Park provides visitors 
with a compelling environment while traversing 24 vertical metres. 

These precedents form the basis for how the path networks proposed for Three Kings will fold 
in to the surrounding landscape while providing an accessible means of travel for pedestrians. 
By combining typologies such as the Grand Stairs at Cornwall Park and platforms seen in 
Ballast Point, dynamic spaces that can connect the landing at the intersection of Kingsway and 
Mt Eden Road with the lower open spaces within the development are able to be realised. 

2 View 2

12

BALLAST POINT PARk
4 Ballast Point Road, Birchgrove

NSW 2041, Australia

1 View 1

fig. 11: Ballast Point Park | Sydney, Australia

fig. 10: Cornwall Park | Auckland, New Zealand
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fig. 12: Plan diagram highlighting the key grading opportunities within the new development
See Appendices for grading figures and slope calculations
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This detailed evaluation demonstrates that a 15-17m grade differential can be very successfully 
managed. Furthermore it is our opinion that the grade differences can contribute to the 
opportunities and urban design outcomes of the Three Kings Renewal.

7. Landform

The site provides a range of opportunities that are directly linked to the existing topographic 
and historic site conditions. There is a great benefit in utilising the existing landforms to help 
negotiate the grade difference from the level of Mt Eden Road to the proposed level between 60 
– 64mRL on the interior of the development. A series of designed architectural and landscape 
features will help in transitioning the differing land levels in a number of ways. The design 
team looked closely at stair and ramp precedents and opportunities to navigate users through 
these various levels, as illustrated in Appendix A.   Terraced gardens introduce usable green 
open space that can double as access routes and water treatment zones. Apartment typologies 
selected for their ability to traverse steep site conditions will be used along the periphery of the 
quarry while also mimicking the surrounding Maunga landscape. These multi-storey cascading 
apartment buildings will be oriented to maximise daylight as well as views towards Big King 
and other regional landmarks. Apartments of this typology can be easily perforated to maintain 
proper site lines from the exterior of the site as well. The nature of the quarry rim allows one 
to descend in through open spaces and legibly read the road network and landscape above to 
promote way-finding and site orientation. The circular nature of the site also provides for the 
opportunity of roads that gradually slope down as they approach the lower levels of the quarry. 
Pedestrians, cyclists, and motor vehicles would be able to see the site and the surrounding views 
to Te Tatua a Riukiuta, Maungakiekie, and Maungawhau as they navigate the entry path and 
road network. There is also a potential opportunity to expand the eastern face of Big King into 
the site through the bush road and park path connections in order to rebuild a natural access 
route to the top of the Maunga.

The Western Terrace employs a folded landscape element that aims to negotiate the grade 
change from the western property line to the base of the development where the new fields 
within The Green are proposed. As the terraces move towards the centre of the site they also fold 
and engage with the topography of Big King Reserve, evoking a new connection to the Maunga 
making it feel as if the Big King Reserve is extending down into the site. The slope from the 
western end to the centre of the site is much less severe than many of the cliff conditions within 
the quarry, providing the opportunity for sculptural and horizontal landscape features. As 
ground slopes downward, triangular grass terraces fold in on one another and spiral together 
at the site of the original quarry soak pit. Within the low points of the folded berms will be 
pathways for pedestrians to walk the grounds.

Also, planted terraces between the upper apartment buildings grant visual access down to 
The Green and the rest of the lower development, allowing for a permeability that was once 
impossible due to the drastic shift in quarry topography.

fig. 13: Conceptual views illustrating potential access routes and spaces within the masterplan that are integrated with the landscape

fig. 14: Grass terraces directly north of Big King Reserve along existing Maunga access path
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The Kingsway Connection, which is a run of landscaped stairs, is aligned to the summit of Big 
King, creating a key connection from Mount Eden Road into the Three Kings site.

The Gantry, an industrial element historically recalling the Winstone Quarry, is comprised 
of a series of ramps and stairs that connect the Bush Road to the Te Tatua a Riukiuta tihi (the 
top of the original volcanic cones) at the upper level of the development. The character of the 
experience one would have using the Gantry would be that of a forest sky-walk, where people 
would be able to feeling as if they were traversing the canopy of the surrounding trees.

8. Landscape Overlay

One of the primary goals in creating an engaging environment for the Three Kings development 
was to invest in a planting palette that reflected the unique ecology of the area and pairing 
landscape typologies with regional plant species. Working with local Iwi, plant species with 
cultural significance were chosen throughout the site in order to produce a meaningful 
habitat for the Three Kings area. In essence, these specific planting schemes will be used to 
create dynamic green environments that reflect the different ways native New Zealand flora 
interacts with volcanic slopes and wetlands. The introduction of complimentary species and the 
revitalisation of native vegetation that already exists on site will help increase the biodiversity on 
site.  Native species that reflect co-mingling ecosystems, from native bush plantings to wetland 
ecologies, or tree and open space planting that encourages a rich environment for leisure and 
play. These new ecosystems can also act as opportunities for educating the community about 
native New Zealand plant life.

Through the development of a large planting strategy for Three Kings, we have adopted the 
approach of incorporating predominately native species through the tree palette. Prior to 
the reinvigoration of key vegetative areas, all exotic species will be removed from the site. A 
completely native catalogue of trees – mainly pohutukawas – will be used as development’s 
typical street tree. Fast growing exotics will be planted with native understory along the northern 
boundary. These will be removed once the native planting has gained reasonable height.

9. Wetlands and storm water

The design of Three Kings Renewal Option 15H-2 utilises a comprehensive storm water 
system to clean and treat water from in and around the Three Kings site while also creating 
an environment within the community that is engaging from an ecological standpoint. 
Opportunities exist to naturally process rainwater runoff through a system of rain gardens and 
wetlands before recharging the freshwater aquifer running underneath the Three Kings site.

The large opening in the ground left by former quarry activity funnels water from surrounding 
sites to the centre of the quarry, which currently deals with the excess water in the form of a scoria 
soak pit located in the south western corner. The site drains very well due to high permeability 
of the scoria substrate, recharging the large fresh water aquifer below the site. Our design 
currently takes advantage of the current hydrological strengths on-site and transforming it to 

fig. 15: Illustrative section of the wetland roads with native planting, boardwalks, and water treatment ponds lining the roadway

fig. 16: Sections of the engineered wetland treatment system integrated into the road network
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integrate the storm water management capabilities with the landscape vision.

The use of open spaces for storm water management and drainage will be a key opportunity 
during the development of the community at Three Kings. While providing green open spaces 
for people is a key driver of the master plan, it is also essential that these spaces perform at a 
high level with regard to dealing with stormwater generated on the site. The local park at the 
south western part of the development and subsequent green spaces act as detention ponds 
that are important tools during extreme (greater than 10 year ARI) flood events. To aid in the 
matter, the master plan seeks to employ a wetland ring that runs along the inner face of the 
former quarry edge. This circular wetland will hold storm water runoff and act as preliminary 
filtration before feeding back to the permeable scoria layer and later to the aquifer. By efficiently 
and responsibly dealing with water on site the development has an opportunity to recharge the 
aquifer with clean water. Another benefit of using an extensive network of wetlands is that they 
provide a diverse and interactive amenity for those visiting the site. Pedestrians would be able 
to walk along and through the wetlands along a series of board walks that will bridge above 
reeds and open ponds. Once the stormwater has been treated and has passed through the four 
tiered wetlands, the groundwater of the highest purity within the fourth wetland cell is then 
pumped back to the north-west corner of the site. The waiora (highest purity ground water) can 
then be used as publicly accessible landscape water feature. The potential site for a new water 
feature will be situated at the top of the basalt rock outcropping nest to the Maunga, allowing 
for the waiora to cascade into a sacred outcropping of pools and terraces. The process of water 
treatment and environmental planning is now able to celebrate the cultural importance of 
waiora on the Three Kings site. 

10. Open space and recreation

One of the largest opportunities provided for in this master plan is that of creating a connective 
open space experience for pedestrians. The site is located in the middle of a fragmented network 
of parks and reserves. The development could act as a primary linkage to a number of sites 
by providing accessible routes through and around the project. A new network of pathways, 
stairs, boardwalks, trails, and elevated structures within the development can grant new access 
from Mt Eden Road through the Three Kings site something that is virtually impossible at the 
current time.

In order to promote a healthy and active community in the future within the Three Kings area, 
a large connective open space network within the site boundaries has been developed. Spaces 
devoted to play and leisure fold into the plan, allowing residents and the public access from a 
variety of entry points along Mt Eden Road across Kingsway. The plan connects park spaces, 
vistas, and trails that previous were difficult to navigate, with a new network of public pathways, 
boardwalks, and terraces. Overall, this proposal for Three Kings will add 5km of public pathways 
to the existing routes.  See Appendices for an outline of the trail opportunities the development 
presents.

From a landscape perspective, the central park known as The Green represents the heart of 
the new Three Kings open space network. While Big King is still the primary focus of the 

Legend:
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‘The Belt’ Loop (1,100m)

Oval Loop (600m)

Quarry Edge Loop (895m)

Play Area Loop (360m)

fig. 17: Potential pathways networks and distances within the new Three Kings Renewal development proposal
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development’s orientation, The Green sits as the epicentre of the site. The Green will continually 
remain accessible for pedestrians to use as an open park space that is not devoted to a specific 
activity and acts more as true open space for play and relaxation. There is the opportunity for 
the Council and community to provide park amenities within the Green such as accessible 
play space, restrooms, and storage space. Surrounding the southern half of The Green will 
be pohutukawa street trees that will act as shading. On-street parking around the ring road 
will serve the area with 35 car park spaces that will be integrated with landscape elements that 
visually mitigates large expanses of hardscape and benefits storm water run-off to the tree pits 
for further treatment.

11. Matters to be included in plan change

We have assessed the provisions of the private plan change and consider that they are sufficient 
and appropriate to achieve the urban design outcomes of the master plan.

12. Conclusions

This design proposal for the Three Kings Renewal  has been inspired by a dynamic volcanic 
landscape and the cultural actions that shaped that landscape over time. These strategies help 
to restore the virtues and connections of the surrounding network of open spaces to the last 
existing Maunga, Big King. The design promotes a holistic approach that engages with the 
local communities through a strong landscape narrative drawn from cultural considerations. 
The master plan offers a legible road network and unique landscape features that heal the 
current site environmentally, educate the community, produce engaging spaces for play and 
leisure, and an environment that creates cultural connections between Maori and European 
understandings of site.
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